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---

**Agenda**

**Infrastructure**

- Gitorious
- XWiki Migration
- Nexus
- Wiki Pages
- Misc

**Projects**

- Proposals
  - Snmp4Cloud
  - Sirocco
  - M2net
- Graduation
- Project Organization

---

**Gitorious**

**JCA**: Gitorious instance is available and mostly ready for production, still working on Http support for Git repositories

**CES**: Gitorious wikis are not working (cannot delete page)

**GSA**: Git repositories are working fine (See OW2 POM repository)

**Action JCA**: Fix Git/Http issue

**Action JCA**: Fix Gitorious wiki support (tentative date: next week)

---

**XWiki Migration**

**JCA**: Migration of the data as been attempted for 3 pilots projects (JOnAS, JASMINe, EasyBeans). Data migration was OK, but due to the admin application not available, the resulting wiki is not usable. XWiki support gave us another way to try wiki import.

**Action JCA**: Try the support’s suggestion, and use XWiki community lists or IRC for additional help (tentative deadline: end of april)

---
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**Nexus**

**GSA** : Still working on OW2 organizational POM, will be released soon. We discussed with Sonatype and **JCA** created an account for central synchronization.

**Action GSA** : Release OW2 POM next week and notify the TC

**Wiki Pages**

**GSA** : **JCA** has started a wiki space where all infrastructure related information should be found.

**Action all** : Gather infrastructure questions to make these pages more useful for newcomers.

**Misc**

**SAN** : Contrail project will probably need a lot of disk space (VMs to be published, …)

**GSA** : Using Nexus for managing maven snapshots artifacts will help to reduce the maven snapshot repository disk usage.

[Note **GSA**: We've done some cleanup in the snapshot repository the 14th of April, there was only 30k free, now we have 16GB free...]

**Action ALE** : To be discussed with **JCA** and Cedric Thomas (machine renewal and hard disk space)

**Projects**

**Proposals**

**Snmp4Cloud**

**ALE** : Received from CompatibleOne (C1), returned back for a better evaluation form.

**EDA** : C1 will probably produce more project proposals in the future.

**Action EDA** : give a clear report for next TC meeting

**Sirocco**

**ALE** : Sirocco proposals received a good feedback so far, proceed to vote?

**Decision** : ALE volunteer for mentoring Sirocco

**Action ALE** : Proceed to vote for Sirocco

**M2net**

**ALE** : What about M2net proposal? No news since end January ...

**Action GSA** : Try to resurrect this proposal

**Graduation**

**GSA** : Only Chameleon send us the graduation form and has been accepted as mature project. Still waiting for Talend and Cassidian form.

**Action GSA** : Send a reminder to Talend and Cassidian for the next steps to do.
**Project Organization**

[Note GSA : When talking about C1 multiple proposals, discussion came to project organization]

**GSA** : If C1 produces more and more projects, does it make sense to group some projects together (see Apache top level projects)

**CES** : Beware of the Jakarta explosion

**ALE** : Once upon a time, OW2 had the Himalaya program (but it didn't take off)

**GSA** : Having projects integrated just like "eclipse packages" will be difficult. It has to be supported by projects themselves.

**EDA** : Will be better/easier to align on business than technologies

**ALE** : We need to show another vision of the code base than flat list of projects

**EDA** : Nuxeo proposed to explore more "useful" ontologies than trove classification

**MDU** : There should be 2 vertical classifications, one business related (in what context it is useful : the existing one, or entreprise applications, BI, collaboration, SOA / XML / service integration, data & process integration, communication / protocol / ORB...) and the other describing the level of answer to business need : solution, framework, library, plugin (to x) (some kind of tag).

**Action EDA/GSA** : Start discussing this on TC list